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Abstract—Efficient execution of distributed queries in the cloud
is of paramount importance, both for cloud vendors and their
customers. In this paper, we investigate the performance impact
of different deployment policies of distributed query engines over
multicore machines.

We corroborate prior observations that traditional data sys-
tems have limited scalability on modern machines. Since a
complete redesign to make them hardware-conscious can be
prohibitively expensive, we explore whether treating the machine
as a distributed system underneath can in fact bring performance
advantages, while being transparent to the query engine itself.

Our key observation is that, for a range of popular distributed
query engines (SparkSQL, Presto, Greenplum, SingleStore), a
deployment policy that maps an engine’s worker instances to
the compute and memory resources of a NUMA node can
bring around 2× performance improvement for the TPC-H
workload (SF 100) over a standard deployment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Efficient query execution in the cloud is critical both for
cloud vendors and their users. At large scale, even small
percentage improvement in how efficiently one uses the un-
derlying hardware resources bring considerable cost savings
for anyone offering data analytics services in the cloud.

The most common approach to create a distributed query
engine is to begin with an existing engine design and evolve
it into a distributed version by addressing the scalability,
fault tolerance and elasticity requirements of a competitive
cloud solution [2], [3], [5]. As a result, there has been
considerable research into how to design efficient distributed
query optimizers [72], [73], optimal data and work partitioning
among the database worker instances [42], [74], [75], while,
e.g., minimizing the amount of data transfer [37], [46].

However, there has been relatively little attention paid into
how efficiently deployments of distributed query engines use
resources on such a scale. In fact, existing commercial systems
use different approaches for mapping their worker instances
to hardware resources: e.g., Redshift partitions resources into
slices made up of individual CPU cores and assigns compu-
tation nodes such to slices [5]–[7]; in contrast, SingleStore
partitions computational resources according to the number
of NUMA domains, thereby fully leveraging the internal
parallelism of the base engine to exploit multi-threading [2];
other systems, e.g., Presto [3], SparkSQL [4], etc., exploit
resources in their entirety, assuming a full machine for each
instance.

This raises the question if there is a single deployment
approach for distributed query engines that fits all scenarios: if
yes, which of these configurations is optimal? If no, which fac-
tors are relevant when choosing the most suitable deployment
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(a) TPC-H query speedup (SF 100).
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Fig. 1: A single-machine performance improvement achieved
by applying NUMA’s conscious deployment over the stan-
dard deployment of NUMA-agnostic distributed query engines
(Greenplum (green), SparkSQL (red), and Presto (blue)).

strategy? How much efficiency can be gained by deviating
from a default deployment strategy for each of the analyzed
systems?

To address the above questions, we explore how resources
should be allocated to distributed query engines in order to get
the most performance out of modern multiprocessor (NUMA)
systems. We perform a systematic experimental study that
investigates and answers the following three questions:

1) What is the optimal number of worker instances of a
database query engine to run on a given multiprocessor
machine?

2) How to assign the computational and memory resources
to these worker instances?

3) How to place data to ensure both data locality and
low communication between worker instances across
machines?

We evaluate overall engine performance both within a single
multicore/NUMA machine and when using of a cluster of
such machines. We also investigate the impact of the chosen
workloads and datasets (e.g., in the presence of data skew),
as well as the importance of the underlying machine topology
and its hardware properties.

Based on our experiments, we identify a deployment strat-
egy that works best for all systems evaluated. Our key results,
shown in Figure 1, indicate that, by applying a NUMA-
conscious deployment policy, we can get performance im-
provements of up to 3.2× for queries executing on the same
hardware, when compared to more naı̈ve, yet commonly used,
baseline approaches that use a database worker instance per
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machine or per core. Some of our other key insights are:

• Per-machine deployments fail to fully exploit the abun-
dant parallelism of multiprocessor systems. Deploying a
database worker instance per NUMA domain often shows
better multicore scalability, at times even close to linear.

• The bottleneck caused by congested interconnects in a
per-machine deployment can be eliminated when running
multiple database worker instances on a machine. The
communication shifts across the network (TCP loopback),
and the optimizer generates plans that minimize data
transfer.

• Deploying a database worker instance per NUMA do-
main shows performance benefits even when applied to
skewed data (JCC-H benchmark) and when executed on
different hardware. Unsurprisingly, the observed benefits
are dependent on the hardware properties, such as the
interconnect bandwidth.

• Deploying a database worker instance per NUMA domain
with a corresponding memory binding policy shows good
horizontal scalability, and the speedup improves with the
number of machines. Using multiple network interface
cards (NICs) can easily increase the bandwidth, overcom-
ing a possible network bottleneck.

Our recommendations are directly applicable to on-premise
distributed query engines, enabling them to maximize resource
utilisation transparently, without necessitating cumbersome
changes to the engine’s design. For engines deployed in the
cloud, our insights can potentially lead to better provisioning
of hardware resources and their assignment as containers.
Our study of deployment approaches does not only bring
significant performance-cost savings, but it can also influence
how we design and configure future cloud-native data systems.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

To discuss the trade-offs between the different deployment
configuration policies for distributed query engines, we first
introduce relevant concepts. We begin by giving an overview
of typical hardware setups. On-premise and data-center level
hardware resources are organized in racks.

While software-defined data-centers with resource-
disaggregation over fast network interconnects pick up
momentum, as they cater to a wide range of workloads [56]–
[58], our work primarily focuses on a more traditional setting
in which commodity multi-processor/multi-core machines are
stacked in a rack, connected through a network interconnect
(see Figure 2). Modern multi-processor machines follow a
non-uniform memory access (NUMA) approach 3 , with
each CPU core exhibiting different access times to memory
depending on the hop-distance of the memory node. Accessing
local memory is faster than accessing remote memory, and
this non-uniformity poses a challenge to existing systems
when it comes to efficient scaling and fully leveraging
hardware capabilities [37], [39], [41].

Fig. 2: Data center organization
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Fig. 3: Distributed query engine architecture

A. Architecture of distributed query engines

From a structural and design perspective, many dis-
tributed cloud-based query engines (e.g., AWS Redshift [8],
Athena [11], Google’s Big Query [10], Microsoft’s Polaris [9])
have similarities with both on-premise data warehouses (e.g.,
Exadata [12] and Teradata [13]) and big data systems (e.g.,
Hadoop [14], Presto [3] and Spark [4]).

As shown in Figure 3, systems separate the compute from
the storage layer to support scaling out and to allow for cost-
effective customizations of each layer [8], [50], [51]. Recent
systems even propose to further separate state so that the
engine can better address the new challenges of different cloud
models, e.g., running on reserved cloud resources or serverless,
better support fault tolerance, or react to workload changes [9].

Regarding the compute layer, we assume that it consists of a
fixed set of database worker instances 10 , which execute the
SQL queries (i.e., a pipeline of the query [9], or a big data job).
In the literature, database worker instances are also referred
to as worker/leaf/segment nodes or query processes [5]. They
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operate on data fragments, which are assigned to each database
worker instance, also called a split 11 . The worker instances
process many splits in parallel by executing a dedicated list of
tasks, as assigned by the coordinator 8 . The coordinator (also
referred to as the leader or master node) is often responsible
for admitting, parsing, planning and optimizing the queries,
in addition to orchestrating how the query’s tasks 9 are
distributed across worker instances.

The worker instances communicate with each other over
the network, either to exchange data when performing joins
over multiple tables or to broadcast the results to the co-
ordinator. The general rule is to avoid expensive network
communication as much as possible [1]. Hence, each database
worker instance processes its own queue of tasks on its own
data partition (splits), which both maximizes data locality
and reduces network traffic. The coordinator computes an
optimal distributed cost-based query plan, which accounts for
all factors involved, including data distribution (to minimize
the overhead of communication among the database worker
instances) and data placement within multi-processors.

B. Data placement within multi-processors
Choosing an appropriate thread- and data-placement policy

for a NUMA machine is a non-trivial task for any system
software. The Linux scheduler, for example, can migrate
threads and data in order to achieve a good work balancing on
each CPU core or across the memory controllers [15], [16].
However, such a policy in a noisy environment can result
in significant performance drop, especially for data-intensive
tasks [17], [18]. As an alternative, user-space libraries such
as libnuma enable applications to override the default system
policies 4 to ones that are more appropriate when having
knowledge of the workload. The numactl tool provides several
memory allocation policies to choose from:
(1) First Touch (FT) is the default policy in modern Linux
systems. In Linux, memory is not allocated at the time of a
call but at the time of first access. When a process performs
a write/read operation on a memory page for the first time,
the page is allocated to the NUMA node to which the process
belongs. If the node does not have enough free memory, an
adjacent node is used.
(2) Interleaving (INT) allocates memory in a round-robin
fashion across all NUMA nodes available in the system. It
generates an even memory load across all the NUMA nodes
and interconnects.
(3) Membind (MEM) allows processes to bind to specific
NUMA nodes. Once specified which memory a process should
use, all data allocated or generated by the process is assigned
entirely to the memory of the designated node.

C. NUMA effects on data processing
In this section, we analyze the impact of NUMA affects

on the query engines explored in the evaluation. We run the
TPC-H benchmark and monitor the amount of remote memory
accesses and the load on the interconnects during query exe-
cution, both of which can seriously impact performance [27],

TABLE I: Profiling results for TPC-H Q13 obtained by Intel’s
VTune Profiler. (QPI Bandwidth is the percentage of elapsed
time with a high use of interconnections.)

System # DRAM Remote QPI
accesses accesses bandwidth

Presto 30,564 76 2
SparkSQL 9,165 73 47
SingleStore 7,343 0 0
Greenplum 5,880 70 0

[28]. Interestingly, the systems tested exploit different data-
and thread placement policies, leading to diverse results.

Table I shows the outcome of profiling TPC-H query 13
(Q13) with a scale factor 100. The benchmark executes on
a single machine with 4 NUMA domains, and we evaluate
Presto, SparkSQL, SingleStore and Greenplum. For each sys-
tem, we use the deployment policy from its documentation.
We focus on Q13, because it is one of the longest running
queries and has a high transient memory consumption; it is
also less affected by plan optimizations [76].

We observe that its execution on Presto, SparkSQL and
Greenplum generates a large number of expensive remote
memory accesses. With Presto and Greenplum, this mainly
happens during the initial scanning phase of tables. SparkSQL
uses a SortMerge Join for query execution, so remote memory
accesses also occur during the sort phase. In all three systems,
the data is placed across all NUMA domains, and each task
has the ability to process both local and remote splits.

The results in Table I also indicate that, when executing Q13
with SparkSQL, the machine’s interconnects are congested
47% of the query execution time. This is an artefact of not
placing the data in a balanced fashion among the NUMA
domains. Since a large portion of the data resides on a
single NUMA domain, most data accesses are directed there,
creating congestion over the interconnect. In contrast, Presto
and Greenplum balance data between NUMA domains, thus
avoiding congestion.

Finally, we observe that SingleStore is the only system
that does not incur remote memory accesses. Each split in
SingleStore is bound to the NUMA domain that also hosts the
tasks that process it. Furthermore, SingleStore evenly places
the data among the 4 NUMA domains and does not allow
tasks to process remote splits.

III. DESIGN SPACE OF DISTRIBUTED QUERY ENGINES

Current distributed query execution engines have different
design configurations for their deployment within a single
multiprocessor machine. In this section, we describe the main
characteristics of the most widely adopted designs, highlight-
ing strengths and weaknesses.

A. Design space overview

The design space can be divided into three categories:
(1) Single-Worker Instance per Machine (WIM), (2) Single-
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Fig. 4: Different design configurations for distributed query engines

Worker Instance per NUMA Domain (WIN), and (3) Single-
Worker Instance per CPU Core (WIC). The main differences
between these approaches concern the number of database
worker instances, the way computing resources are allocated
to each worker instance and data allocation policies. Different
designs affect the degree of parallelism, amount of data to be
exchanged and efficient use of NUMA.

(1) WIM: Single-Worker Instance per Machine. The Single-
Worker Instance per Machine design is the most widely
adopted by existing distributed query engines. The deployment
of this design is not dependent on the topology of the under-
lying hardware and involves a single database worker instance
that can manage all resources, as shown in Figure 4a. In
addition, there are no restrictions on how memory is accessed.
All threads can access both local and remote memories. This
type of design is adopted by systems such as Presto or
SparkSQL.

(2) WIN: Single-Worker Instance per NUMA Domain. In
the Single-Worker Instance per NUMA Domain design, there
are as many database worker instances as NUMA domains.
The worker instances are placed by considering the physical
layout of the multiprocessor machine and can only use the
computational resources of the NUMA nodes that they are
associated with. Communication between instances takes place
through the network stack. The OS can migrate threads but
only within the NUMA domain to which they are bound.
In terms of data allocation, the WIN design relies on the
Membind policy. The Membind policy allows each instance to
be forced to use only its local memory. SingleStore suggests
adopting this design when deploying its database in multipro-
cessor systems [29].

(3) WIC: Single-Worker Instance per CPU Core. Figure 4c
shows the Single-Worker Instance per CPU Core design. It
involves using one database worker instance per CPU core
and is adopted by systems such as Greenplum [30], [31], H-
Store [32] and HyPer [33]. The deployment varies according
to the number of effective CPUs or cores. A rule of thumb
is to use as many database workers as CPU cores. As in the

WIN design, all instances exchange data using the network
stack. In addition, there are no constraints on data placement
strategies, but each instance prioritises memory local to the
core on which it runs.

B. Trade-offs

One objective of this study is to explore the trade-offs be-
tween different deployment designs in multiprocessor systems.
The main requirements that need to be balanced to achieve an
efficient system are: data locality, efficient communication, and
low resource contention. Each of these affects the others.

The Single-Worker Instance per Machine design is the
only one among those discussed whose implementation is not
conditioned by the physical system architecture. Moreover,
with just a single database worker instance for each node in
the cluster, communication between nodes can be minimised.
However, maximising the data and threads locality is challeng-
ing. Inadequate allocation of data between NUMA domains
risks congesting interconnects, leading to severe performance
reductions. Redesigning the database engine to make it more
NUMA-aware requires cost and effort, and, in many cases,
this is an unviable option. To use all hardware on a single
instance, there is always a NUMA cost somewhere.

In contrast, the Single-Worker Instance per NUMA Domain
design can guarantee high data locality. Each instance is forced
to use only the memory of the NUMA node to which it is
bound, eliminating remote memory access and interconnect
congestion. In addition, the work is partitioned by the database
engine, thus generating a fair use of the resources shared
in NUMA nodes. The downside of the WIN design is that
the intra-node communication takes place via the network
stack with less bandwidth than what can be achieved through
interconnects. In addition, a larger number of database worker
instances increases the inter-node communication and may
vary the degree of parallelism generated by the database
engines.

Similarly, the Single-Worker Instance per CPU Core de-
sign increases the amount of communication required for
data processing but at the same time can improve data and
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thread placement. It allows explicit control over the contention
within each database worker instance. As a result, WIC-
based systems exhibit high single-thread performance and low
contention. Running a single thread per worker instance allows
them to disable locking and latching. However, ignoring thread
safety limits growth and re-usability.

In the next section, we evaluate the performance of the
above designs by varying their characteristics, e.g., the number
of database worker instances, their data allocation policy, the
degree of parallelism, etc., workflows, and hardware topolog-
ical properties.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN EVALUATION

We carry out an extensive empirical study with 4 popular
distributed query engines running analytical queries. We an-
alyze the effects that different system design decisions and
configurations have on the overall performance and resource
usage. Our analysis focuses on Presto [3], SparkSQL [4],
SingleStore [2] and Greenplum [30]. Interestingly, all these
systems use a different default deployment policy (e.g., dif-
ferent numbers of database worker instances, different mem-
ory and thread placements, etc.) when running on a multi-
processor system. This makes them an interesting set of
systems for exploring which design and configuration uses
hardware resources most efficiently. We want to answer the
following questions:

1. How many worker instances should run on a machine?
2. Which data- and thread- placement policies should be

adopted by each worker instance?
3. Does the resulting deployment policy affect the engine’s

multi-core scalability?
4. Is the performance of the deployment policies affected

by the underlying hardware?
5. Can we expect a similar behaviour of the policies when

running a skewed workload?
After performing experiments on a single machine, we

proceed with experiments in a distributed setting and explore:
1. How do the deployment policies perform in a scale-out

setting with multiple multi-processor machines?
2. How much does the hardware setup play a role (e.g.,

the number of NICs per compute node, or the NICs’
supported bandwidth)?

A. Setup and methodology

In the first half of our evaluation, we use an Intel Xeon
CPU E5-4660 v4 with 4 NUMA domains, with 16 physical
CPU cores each and 128 GB of RAM. The system runs
Ubuntu 16.04.7 LTS, kernel version 4.4.0-201-generic, with
the automatic NUMA balancing capability enabled.

To evaluate different deployment settings, we use the lib-
numa library [36] when starting a worker instances for thread
binding and data placement. Our analysis focuses on the TPC-
H [34] and JCC-H [35] benchmarks with scale factor 100
(approx. 100 GB of data). Every data point presented is an
average of 5 runs.
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Fig. 5: Varying the number of database worker instances

B. Number of worker instances

To find the optimal number of database worker instances per
machine, we run the full TPC-H benchmark on all systems,
and vary the number of instances N . The resources assigned
per database worker instance (e.g., the number of CPU cores),
depend on the total number of cores in the system C, i.e., each
worker instance is assigned C/N cores, and, where possible,
all cores are from a single NUMA domain.

Figure 5 shows the geometric mean of each TPC-H query
speed-up over the default deployment policy that runs a
single worker instance per machine. We observe that Presto,
SingleStore, and SparkSQL all have a similar behaviour and
reach a peak performance when using 4 worker instances
(2.53×, 2.35×, 3.2×, respectively). The speed-up plateaus
for higher number of instances and deteriorates when going
beyond 32.

In contrast, Greenplum shows linear growth until 64. Its en-
gine is based on Postgres 9.4, which does not support parallel
processing. Deploying more database worker instances better
exploits computational resources. We note that Greenplum’s
performance drops when using 128 worker instances, meaning
that it does not benefit from hyper-threading.

In conclusion, all systems benefit from running more worker
instances per machine. For systems that support parallel query
execution, the peak can be reached by running as many
instances as there are NUMA nodes on the machine. Unsur-
prisingly, for systems that only support single-threaded query
execution, running as many worker instances as there are
physical cores on the machine gives the best results.

C. Data placement

As we briefly discussed in Section II, choosing a suitable
data- and thread-placement policy plays a critical role in how
efficiently a system uses the underlying hardware resources.
Hence, we continue our analysis by fixing the number of
database worker instances to the standard Single-Worker In-
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Fig. 6: Effects of data placement strategies

stance per Machine or Single-Worker Instance per NUMA
Domain, and evaluate what happens when altering the default
data placement policy from First Touch (FT) to Interleaving
(INT) or Membind (MEM).

Figure 6 shows the results. We use WIM+FT policy as
the baseline, and the speed-up is the geometric mean of the
speed-ups obtained for all TPC-H queries. Presto, SparkSQL
and SingleStore exhibit the best performance when running
a worker instance per NUMA domain in combination with
the Membind policy. Specifically, they each achieve speed-ups
of 2.61×, 3.33× and 2.65×, respectively, over to the base-
line (WIM+FT), and a smaller improvement over WIN+FT.

Unsurprisingly, interleaving memory shows the worst per-
formance, because it disregards the locality requirements even
if balancing load well across NUMA domains. Due to its
single-threaded execution engine for Greenplum, we only
evaluate the WIC design. Again, using the Membind policy
shows a 1.25× performance improvement over the FT policy,
whereas the INT option has almost no effect.

Finally, SparkSQL is the engine with the biggest gain from
the default deployment strategy, achieving a speed-up of 3×.
Here, we refer back to the fact that SparkSQL is the engine that
suffers from a higher percentage of interconnect congestion
in the default setting. The WIN+MEM deployment policy
overcomes these issue by avoiding resource sharing among the
instances and enforcing a local computation over local data.

D. Thread placement

Until now, the core assignment to the worker instances
has followed a policy that bundles them in proximity to one
another, ideally in the same NUMA domain. An alternative
approach is to spread them out across the machine, i.e., assign
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Fig. 7: Effect of thread-placement strategies

one CPU core from a different NUMA node to a worker
instance. We call this variant SPread Multiple database Worker
Instances or SPMWIN. To be clearer, the WIN and SPMWIN
policies use the same number of worker instances, and assign
the same number of cores to each instance. As previously,
we compare these two with the default configuration of
Presto (WIM+FT) and evaluate their performance with the
TPC-H benchmark.

Figure 7 shows the results. As expected, locality plays a
key role and the WIN design shows superior performance
compared to SPMWIN. In fact for WIN, the speed-up for
individual queries is between 1.21× and 5.23× with a ge-
ometric mean of 2.65×. In contrast, the mean speed-up for
SPMWIN is just 1.25×, with almost half of the TPC-H queries
experiencing a slow-down compared to the default deployment
configuration.

E. Multi-core scalability

Previously, we have shown that the deployment with a
Single-Worker Instance per NUMA Domain produces better
performance than other deployment strategies. The next step
is to evaluate how this deployment scales as the number of
cores increases. In this experiment, we compare the multi-core
scalability of the WIN+MEM deployment against the more
classical WIM+FT deployment.

Figure 8a shows the scalability of Presto, SingleStore and
SparkSQL when using the WIM+FT deployment policy. For
comparison, in Figure 8b, we show the maximum speed-up of
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Fig. 9: SparkSQL: Different hardware platforms
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Fig. 10: Presto: Different hardware platform

the WIM+FT deployment policy alongside the performance
achieved when applying the WIN+MEM deployment.

All systems have a similar performance with lower core
counts, and scale well within a single NUMA node. However,
as the number of cores increases, the performance of all
systems is affected by the NUMA effects and their scalability
decreases. With 64 cores, the speed-up for Presto and Single-
Store is around 20× over a single core; for SparkSQL, it is
only around 10×. In contrast, when applying the WIN+MEM
design with 64 cores, Presto achieves a speed-up of 53×
over the single core execution. SingleStore and SparkSQL
also exhibit a good scalability of around 46× and 33×,
respectively.

In conclusion, the main problem with the Single-Worker In-
stance per Machine deployment policy is that it fails to exploit
the abundant parallelism of multiprocessor systems. By using a
single database worker instance, there will always be a NUMA
cost somewhere. These costs inevitably limit the multicore
scalability. By contrast, isolating database worker instances
within NUMA nodes avoids remote memory accesses and does
not congest interconnects, resulting in better scalability.

F. Different hardware platforms

Our hypothesis is that the properties of the underlying
hardware are also a key factor in the observed behaviour
and bear the potential for performance improvements. For
example, often when profiling the engines under test, the
congestion in the interconnect is one of the main bottlenecks.

Therefore, we evaluate if we can also get significant speed-
ups on a newer generation Intel machine (Xeon Platinum).

It replaces the standard QuickPath Interconnect (QPI) with
the Ultra Path Interconnect (UPI), allowing transfer speeds
of up to 10.4 GT/s. For this experiment, we run the TPC-H
benchmark using SparkSQL and Presto, applying the WIN
design, and compare performance over the standard WIM
design. We used an Intel Xeon Platinum CPU 8275CL with
96 physical cores, 2 NUMA domains and 192 GB of RAM.
The system runs Ubuntu Pro 18.04 LTS with the automatic
NUMA balancing capability enabled.

Figure 9 shows the results for SparkSQL. As anticipated, the
performance gains from using the WINdeployment are smaller
than before, but are still non-negligible. We point out that
SparkSQL previously showed the highest level of interconnect
congestion among the systems tested (see Section II-C). The
UPI technology mitigates this weakness by diminishing the
advantages obtained with the WIN design. Nevertheless, using
the Intel Xeon Platinum 2nd Gen processor, the Single-Worker
Instance per NUMA Domain design shows an average speed-
up of 1.78× compared to the default WIM design. Moreover,
all queries show a speed-up that varies in the range of 1.13×
and 2.39×.

Figure 10 shows the results when running the same experi-
ment using Presto. We observe a speed-up of the WIN design
over the WIM ranging from 1.18× to 3.93× for the individual
queries, with a geo-mean of 2.1×.

Query number 6 is the only one that shows a performance
degradation with a speed-up of 0.93×. It is one of the shortest
running queries, and does not have the Orders table as a base
table, thus avoiding the costly remote accesses when evalu-
ating the predicate. Hence, eliminating the remote accesses
on the newer generation Intel machine does not outweigh the
communication overhead of running multiple database worker
instances.

G. Skewed workloads

Next, we evaluate if the WIN+MEM’s deployment policy
is also preferable to the others when running skewed work-
loads. We repeat the experiments with the JCC-H bench-
mark [35], which introduces join-crossing-correlations (JCC)
and skew within the TPC-H dataset. It uses the same queries
with “skewed” parameters to experience strong join-crossing-
correlations and distortion in filter, aggregation and join op-
erations. The objective of this experiment is to assess the
efficiency or need for additional balancing to the data allo-
cation [35]. We conduct the experiments with SingleStore and
SparkSQL using the first generation Intel Xeon processor.

Figure 11 shows the results for both the individual queries
and a geo-mean for the whole benchmark suite for both
systems. The results indicate that the WIN+MEM design does
not affect the skew data management strategies of the systems.
More specifically, one can also observe performance improve-
ments over the default WIMdeployment, with an observed
speed-up range from 1.06× to 8.19× for SingleStore and from
1.05× to 3.65× for SparkSQL, respectively. The geo-mean
speed-up for SingleStore and SparkSQL is 2.17× and 2.25×,
respectively.
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V. SCALE-OUT EXPERIMENTS

The results in the previous sections have consistently shown
that the Single-Worker Instance per NUMA Domain deploy-
ment policy achieves more favorable performance over the
WIM+FT policy for all the systems under test in a single-
machine setting. We now proceed with an exploration if the
same observation holds in a scale-out setting.

In the next experiment, we run the TPC-H benchmark on an
on-premise cluster, consisting of 8 multiprocessor machines.
Each machine has a dual-socket Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630
v4 processor, with 40 CPU cores, 32 GB of RAM and
2 NUMA domains. It also contains a 1 Gbps NIC and a
10 Gbps NIC. Due to lower memory capacity of our cluster,
we use a smaller scale factor than in the previous experiments,
which we increase proportionally as the number of machines
increases. We use a scale factor of 15 per machine during the
experiments with Presto and a scale factor of 6 per machine
for SingleStore.

A. Multiple machines

We compare the performance of both systems when using
the WIN+MEM deployment policy over the default WIM+FT.
In the baseline WIM+FT configuration, we use a 1 Gbps NIC.
For the WIN+MEM design, we explore the impact when both
database worker instances on the machine share the NIC.
In configuration (1), they share the 1 Gbps network card; in
option (2), they share the 10 Gbps NIC.

Our hypothesis is that we will observe linear horizontal
scalability as we increase the number of machines, i.e., the
speed-up obtained when running multiple instances on a single
machine is maintained when using a cluster (our dataset size
increases linearly as we add more machines) until a certain
point. Scaling to more machines, and hence more worker
instances, will eventually be dependent on the communication
fan-out for each instance and the available resources. Further-
more, we expect the performance to be better when using
the 10 Gbps NIC, as it enables less congested communication
between the instances.

Figure 12 shows the geometric mean speed-up of the
whole TPC-H workload over the baseline deployment. As
expected, the WIN+MEM retains the speed-up when we
increase the number of machines for both systems. With
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Fig. 11: Impact of skewed workloads
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Fig. 12: Speedup over WIM+FT with 1 Gbps NIC (TPC-H)

Presto, the WIN+MEM deployment using the 1 Gbps NIC
shows a slight decrease in speed-up as the number of machines
increases. From 1.3× with 1 machine, it decreases to 1.25×
with 8 machines. By increasing the number of machines,
we also increase the amount of data exchanged between the
instances, making the 1 Gbps network a bottleneck. This is
confirmed when using the 10 Gbps NIC as an alternative,
which enables an increase in the speed-up with a peak of
1.52× when using all 8 machines. While SingleStore exhibits
a similar behaviour to Presto in the 1 Gbps deployment, it
shows a constant increase in speed-up when scaling-out to
8 machines with the 10 Gbps NIC, thereby confirming our
second hypothesis that a higher network bandwidth leads to a
better performance.

B. Multiple network interface cards

In the previous section, we have seen that the network band-
width can become a bottleneck when using the Single-Worker
Instance per NUMA Domain design and that using a higher
bandwidth NIC can help improve performance. However, there
is another attractive aspect that we can explore using the
WINdeployment: making use of potentially multiple NICs
in the machine, by associating different cards with different
worker instances running on the machine.
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Fig. 13: Scalability when using 2 NICs per machine
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We repeat the previous experiment by evaluating two more
alternatives: (1) in each node of the cluster, we assign a 1 Gbps
NIC to each of the database worker instances, i.e., we limit
the 10 Gbps NIC to 1 Gbps; (2) we assign a 1 Gbps NIC
to the first worker instance, and the other 10 Gbps NIC to
the second. As before, we compare the performance of both
systems when deployed with these two alternatives to the
standard configuration of using one 1 Gbps NIC shared among
both worker instances.

Figure 13 shows the geometric mean of each TPC-H query
speed-up over the WIM+FT design. In Presto, both alternatives
show the same results. The speed-up is only marginally higher
than in the experiment with only one NIC and reaches up
to 1.40× with 8 machines. Using multiple NICs is better
than having both instances sharing one, but there is no clear
benefit when using a higher bandwidth NIC. This suggests that
Presto’s query engine is not bottlenecked by transferring data
over the network. However, the experiment with SingleStore
clearly shows that there is a difference in speed-up between
the two alternatives, with the 1 + 10 Gbps alternatives showing
better scalability than the 2 × 1 Gbps one.

In conclusion, by using multiple NICs, the WIN+MEM
design can benefit even more, but the impact of the gain is
not only influenced by the underlying hardware. By showing
a different behaviour, Presto and SingleStore, suggest that the
efficiency of the query engine itself and the distributed query
plan execution can also play a role in how much we can benefit
from the deployment configuration.

C. Network-intensive queries

Next, we focus our analysis on selected TPC-H queries.
More specifically, we investigate the ones that are more
network-intensive when performing distributed joins.

In Figure 14, we show the speed-up for Presto when using
the WIN+MEM deployment policy over WIM+FT for Q7,
Q11, Q17 and Q21. As before, with a 1 Gbps NIC per
machine, these queries are easily saturating the network band-
width. Consequently, by increasing the number of machines,
we also increase network pressure and, unsurprisingly, the
performance drops to the point of losing the benefits of the
WIN+MEM design.

As expected, using multiple or a more powerful NIC im-
proves speed-up. With a 10 Gbps NIC, the speed-up increases
with the number of machines up to 2.2×, 2.7×, 1.53× and
2× with 8 machines. Interestingly, there is not much difference
between the two variants using two NICs. For both versions,
their speed-up increases to around 1.7×, 1.6×, 1.3× and 1.6×
with 8 machines.

Figure 15 shows the same experiment with SingleStore.
In this case, the TPC-H queries with the most network
traffic during data processing are Q5, Q13, Q16 and Q20. In
addition, we evaluate the following extra query that performs
a distributed join using non-primary keys select count(*)
from lineitem, partsupp where l partkey = ps partkey and
l suppkey = ps suppkey.
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The experiment with a 10 Gbps NIC for both database
worker instances again shows the best results. The speed-up in-
creases as the number of machines increases to 2.64×, 1.94×,
2.15×, 2.23× and 2.42×, respectively, with 8 machines. On
the other hand, as with Presto, the experiment with the 1 Gbps
NIC shows a decrease in speed-up as the number of machines
increases. With 8 machines, the speed-up decreases to 1.26×,
1.14×, 1.04×, 1.34× and 1.13×.

In contrast, experiments with multiple NICs show an
increasing speedup. Unlike Presto, the two configurations
evaluated do not always show the same performance. The
experiment with one 1 Gbps NIC and one 10 Gbps NIC shows
slightly better results than the one with two 1 Gbps NICs for
Queries 13, 16, 20 and our extra query. With 8 machines,
its speed-up reaches 1.72×, 1.71×, 1.75×, 1.99× and 2.11×,
respectively; the experiment with two 1 Gbps NICs reaches
1.62×, 1.56×, 1.53×, 1.84× and 1.88×, respectively.

We also perform an additional synthetic join benchmark.
The realized synthetic dataset consists of two tables with 4-
byte keys and payloads. The two tables have a cardinality
of 65 million and 125 million, respectively, when run with
a single machine. Their size increases proportionally as the
number of machines increases.

Figure 16 shows the speed-up of the WIN+MEM design
over the WIM+FT one as the number of machines changes. As
in the previous cases, the configuration with two NICs yields
a higher speed-up than the configuration with a single 1 Gbps
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Fig. 16: Join Performance with SingleStore

NIC. Interestingly, the experiment with one 1 Gbps NIC and
one 10 Gbps NIC achieves the same speed-up as the one with
the single 10 Gbps NIC. With 8 machines, the WIN design is
2.17× faster than the WIM design, while the same design but
with a single 1 Gbps NIC is only about 1.3× faster. Finally,
the experiment with two 1 Gbps NICs, after an initial slight
decrease with 2 machines, increases the speed-up to 1.96×
with 8 machines.

Insights. For queries that move large amounts of data, the
network can become the bottleneck and reduce the benefits
obtained from the WIN+MEM design. The use of multiple
database worker instances makes it easy to use multiple NICs
within a single machine, increasing bandwidth and reducing
this bottleneck.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the impact of other system
parameters and justify their configuration in our experiments.

Hyper-threading. The goal of hyper-threading is to hide high
memory accesses latencies. We evaluate the impact of using
hyperthreading for analytical workflows. It is clear from the
previous experiments that the WIN+MEM design is the one
that provides the largest performance benefits. Therefore, for
this experiment, we use Presto to evaluate the WIN+MEM
design over the WIM+FT with and without hyper-threading.

Figure 17 shows the results. In general, the speed-up
achieved by the WIN+MEM design over the WIM+FT design
is about 2.5× in both cases. On a query basis, half of the TPC-
H queries show a higher speed-up when executed with hyper-
threading disabled; the other half shows a slight improvement
in speed-up with hyper-threading.

From the results, we can conclude that hyper-threading
mitigates the benefits of the WIM+MEM design for the queries
most affected by the negative effects of NUMA. This is
due to a performance increase in the WIM+FT design when
enabling hyper-threads. On the other hand, the rest of the
queries show more benefits in using the WIN+MEM design.
Thus, the use of hyper-threading does not have an impact on
the overall performance benefits achieved by the WIN+MEM
design compared to WIM+FT.
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Fig. 17: WIN+MEM speed-up over WIM-FT with/without
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Based on the previous results, we decide to only use
the physical cores. Enabling hyper-threading raises additional
questions related to the contention on the computing resources
inside a CPU core. The caches shared by the hyper-threads
generate high contention, and data is loaded from main
memory more frequently. Our study evaluates the computing
resource utilisation at a per-core level and focuses on the
correct data placement at the DRAM level.

Automatic NUMA balancing. We evaluate the impact of
automatic NUMA balancing during data processing. We use
Presto in two different design configurations (WIM and WIN)
and evaluate the response times when enabling and disabling
balancing. During the experiment, we use the First-Touch data
allocation policy.

Figure 18 shows Presto’s speed-up achieved by disabling
automatic NUMA balancing for both designs. It reveals that
both designs do not achieve a significant improvement in
response time: both speed-ups are close to one. Interestingly,
Figure 18a shows that several queries improve performance by
disabling automatic balancing, albeit slightly. Since the results
show that using or not using this capability does not have a
significant impact, we therefore decide not to change the OS
configuration by keeping it enabled.
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WIM+FT and WIN+MEM
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VII. RELATED WORK

A. NUMA-awareness in query processing

Some studies have evaluated the performance of dis-
tributed databases when running on modern multiprocessor
machines [25], [26], [37]. Porobic et al. [37] focus on de-
termining the right trade-off between shared-everything and
shared-nothing deployments in multiprocessor systems mea-
suring the impact of distributed transactions and skewed
requests on different OLTP workloads. Salomie et al. [26]
propose to partition a multicore machine and replicate the
existing databases as if the machine were a distributed system.
These projects focus highly on transactional workflows and do
not explicitly address the NUMA-awareness.

A great deal of effort has been put into improving
NUMA-awareness at the OS level. Operating systems such
as Mach [81], exokernel [80] and Barrelfish [52] implement
message passing to facilitate the development of NUMA-
aware systems, because communication between threads is
done explicitly through messages in a NUMA-aware way. In
addition to not being specific to database systems, all of these
proposals would require substantial changes to the database
engine.

B. Black-box approaches

Several papers propose black-box approaches to improve
NUMA awareness. Dashti et al. propose an algorithm that
work at the OS level to define a placement of threads and
data that minimizes the level of congestion on the interconnect
between processors [27]. Their algorithm, called Carrefour,
uses global traffic congestion observations and obtains up to
3 times higher performance, but it is highly dependent on
the presence of hardware performance monitoring. In a cloud
environment though, containers do not expose performance
counters, making this solution challenging to apply.

Calciu et al. have developed a black-box method for defining
competing NUMA-aware data structures [19]. Despite the
high level of generality of the proposed solution, NUMA-
aware tailor-made data structures are able to achieve better
performance and scalability. Another transparent approach is
the Linux’s automatic NUMA balancing, which monitors per-
formance metrics to move threads closer to the memory they
need to access. In our study, we show that this functionality
leads to sub-optimal results.

A more effective approach is presented by Giceva et al. [41].
The authors propose a deployment algorithm to multicore sys-
tems based on the behaviours of individual database operators
and dataflow information.

C. Data and thread placement

Memory allocation and data partitioning or replication
strategies must be implemented to benefit from the distributed
nature of the NUMA architecture. Some research helps by
showing advantages and disadvantages in choosing strategies
for data placement in the main memory. The work done by
Yang et al. [42] highlights how a shared resource distribution

policy can benefit the performance of multiprocessor plat-
forms. In our study, we evaluate this policy and show that
shared use of resources does not lead to optimal performance.
Psaroudakis et al. [43] test different data distribution strategies
with SAP HANA and state that the physical partitioning
strategy to the available NUMA domains achieves the best
performance.

There are a few database systems that have chosen to
consider NUMA awareness as one of the design principles
in implementing their system. Kissinger et al. [44] build an
in-memory database engine (ERIS) that can reduce NUMA-
related problems by applying partitioning approaches based
on platform topology. ERIS executes tera-scale analytical
workloads entirely in main memory using an adaptive par-
titioning approach that exploits the topology of the underlying
NUMA platform and significantly reduces NUMA-related
issues. BatchDB by Makreshanski et al. [45] is another
database system designed to minimize the resource interfer-
ence between analytical and transactional engines on NUMA
systems. One of the main aspects of this work is that the
implicit isolation of hardware resources has a major impact on
performance by avoiding the high synchronization overheads
over the interconnect.

D. Cloud-containers resource allocation

Container resource allocation is a key factor for cloud
providers. Several studies propose resource management tech-
niques to minimise energy consumption [46]–[48]. Other
studies propose resource allocation models based on prior-
ity [49], [83]. These approaches focus more on load-balancing
problems for specific cloud providers. None of these studies
target maximising the use of hardware resources in modern
multiprocessor systems. Jebalia et al. [82] propose a resource
allocation approach based on neural networks. The study
exploits a genetic algorithm to maximise the use of resources,
but it is mainly efficient in cases without resource contention.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance impact of different de-
ployment policies of distributed query engines over multicore
NUMA machines. We showed that deploying a database
worker instance per NUMA domain with a corresponding
memory binding policy guarantees increased performance
compared to other designs, a high multicore scalability and
good horizontal scalability. Our proposed guidelines directly
apply to on-premise distributed query engines, enabling them
to maximize their resource utilisation without requiring signif-
icant changes to the engine. In the case of engines deployed in
the cloud, our insights may enable better future provisioning
and assignment of hardware resources. Overall, we conclude
that treating NUMA machines as distributed systems is a an
effective way to get the most out of the underlying hardware
resources.
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